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ABSTRACT

Using fifty nine construction companies listed in Bursa Malaysia in 2010, this study investigates the impact of selected board of directors' characteristics on the level of leverage in a firm. Debt to equity is used as a measure of leverage. The characteristics on the board of directors that we examine are board size, CEO duality, directors' ownership, and ethnicity of directors. We employ two variables (profitability, and firm size) to control the relationships:

Findings show a significant interpretation of capital structure decision by these factors as a whole. Specifically, the outputs of the regression that we run show negative and significant relationships between director ownership, ethnicity of directors, and profitability of firm, and size of firm.

While we find that duality role of the CEO as a chairman has a negative but insignificant relationship with leverage, our sample shows that the companies which had CEO duality are few compared to those which had separated roles between a CEO and a chairman. However, there is a positive and significant correlation between debt level in the companies and size of board of directors.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 Introduction

The choices to finance a firm are known as capital structure, and it remains a big debate. Since many years ago, many studies have tried to understand the factors that make managers prefer borrowing (taking up debt) rather than issuing new equities or the opposite, and many other researchers have tried to determine whether there is an optimum proportion of debt and equity. Capital structure theories have therefore been established to give an understanding of when and why firms tend to increase or decrease their debt, and what factors might have impacted the capital structure choice.

Studies and theories have discussed factors that have a touched impact on capital structure, due to the importance of capital structure for any firm, small it is or big, new or old.

Capital structure decision reflects how management is effectual, intelligent to exploit opportunities, and capable to carry out a company's business with the best way of financing. Furthermore, capital structure is important as a criterion of winnings and losses as well. Where we know that more debt leads to more risk, in conjunction with higher ability to avoid expenses.

Within the many factors that affect the capital structure, researchers have suggested corporate governance as an effective issue to affect the debt proportion in a company. The importance of corporate governance exists since the decision of capital structure is decided by management and directors, who corporate
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